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homology
of that ring.

homology

of a discrete

ring is shown

Hochschild

to agree

homology.

with the MacLane

Introduction
The aim of this paper is to show
discrete ring R in the sense of [2]
[S]) are isomorphic.
The method
certain
kind of homology
of the

that the topological Hochschild homology of a
and the MacLane homology of R (see [lo] or
is to show that they are both isomorphic
to a
category of finitely generated
projective
R-

modules
with coefficients
in the bifunctor
Horn. That the latter agrees with
MacLane
homology,
was shown in [8]; and that it agrees with topological
Hochschild
homology,
is the main result of this paper. In the (appended)
last
section we describe a related spectral sequence.

1. On MacLane
In this section
result of [S].

homology
we recall

the definition

of MacLane

homology
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Definition

1.1 [lo]. The MacLane
H:‘-(R)

where

Q,(R)

stable

homology

is a suitable

n> q, and B(R,
Since

= H,(B(R>

H,,(Q:,(R))

F. Wuldhausen

homology
Q,(R),

chain

of a ring R is defined

R) @s,<R)

algebra

whose

3
homology

is isomorphic

to the

of Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces [6] H4( Q,(R)) = H,+,(K(R,
means
the
two-sided
bar construction.
Q,(R), R)
= R, we have an augmentation

which is a map of chain algebras
and therefore
MacLane
homology to Hochschild
homology
a:, : HyL(R)+
Since H,( Q,(R))

by

Ha&JR,

= 0 it follows

over Q, then H,( Q*(R))
any q 20.

n)),

map

induces

a natural

map

from

R) .

that a,, and a, are isomorphisms.

= 0, q > 0. Hence,

If R is an algebra

in this case a4 is an isomorphism

for

Let
h, : K:;(R)+

Hoch,(R>

R)

be the natural
transformation
from stable K-theory
to Hochschild
homology
defined in [15] (.see also [9]). By [9] the transformation
h, is an isomorphism
if
i = 0,l. If R is an algebra over Qs, Goodwillie
proved that h, is an isomorphism
for
any i 2 0 (see [7]).
It was shown in [12] that h,, has a lifting
natural transformation
O:, : K:;(R)*

to MacLane

homology:

there

exists a

H:‘.(R)

and it was also conjectured
that 0, is an isomorphism.
It
such that h, = a,@,,
will be shown elsewhere
[13] that stable K-theory
and topological
Hochschild
homology
are isomorphic.
As a result therefore
the map 0, is an isomorphism.
The construction
of 0, is based on Theorem
1.4.
Let C be a small category and

a bifunctor.
Following [l] and [ 121, we wish to define H,(C,
C with coefficients
in D. For any n-simplex

D), the homology

of

A = (A,, AA,-,

of the nerve

where

<-.

A runs

through

I

. .

+h)

D(A,, , A,,) by D(A).

of C, we denote

D(A) 9 F,,(C, D).

A ,I-

the

n-simplices

of NC

Let

and

let

in,

be

the

inclusion

We define

dl,AOD(idA,,,A,),

ifi=(),
if O<i<n.
if i = n .

where

d,A is the ith face in NC. Let

is,,= i (-l)‘d:’
I=,,

Then

(F,(C,

D), 6,)

becomes

Definition 1.2. The homology
defined by

a chain complex.
of a category

C with coefficients

in a bifunctor

D is

H:,(C, D) = H,(F,:(C, D), S:,)
Let P(R)

be the category
S(R)

of finitely

generated

projective

(left)

R-modules

and

= (R-mod)P’K’

be the category of all functors
the functor defined by
P,,l(X) = R[X”‘] ,

from p(R)

to R-mod.

Let P,,, : P(R)+

R-mod

be

m 2 0,

where R[S] means the free R-module
with base 5’ and X”’ means the m-fold
product of X with itself. The family P,,,, m 2 0, is a family of projective generators
in the category 9(R) (see for example [8, 2.5]), therefore the following proposition is a standard fact in homological
algebra (see [4]).

T. Pirashvili,
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Proposition

1.3.

There exists u unique

H,,(R,
.catisfying
(i)

-) : 9(R)+

the following

there exists a natural

of funr’tors

~1~0,

of functors

long exact sequence

of abelian

groups

H,,(R, 7’,>+ H,,(R, T)+ H,,(R, Tz)+. . .

If n 2 1, then
H,,(R,P,,,)=O,

(iii)

One has a natural
H,,(R.

where

family

properties.

H,,,,(R, T,)+

. . .-

(up to isomorphism)

Ab ,

For any short exact sequence

(ii)

F. Wakihausen

LtiT

isomorphism

T) = Hoch,,(R,

mews

By definition.

m20.

Lh’T(R))

the Dold-Puppe
LF,“T(P) = 7~,,T(K(P,

stable

,
derived

functors

[5].

0

n)) for any n > 0 and P E p(R).

The functor

K..l:r is additive (see [5, 8.31). Moreover,
the rule TH La’T defines a functor from
:9(R) to the category of the additive functors from p(R) to R-mod, which is a left
adjoint
to the inclusion
(see [ll]).
The latter category of additive functors
is
hold
equivalent
to the category of R-himodules
by T H T(R). Similar properties
for stable right derived functors.
In particular,
km

ic,q,(I, T> z Hom,<_,z(R,
= Hoch”(R,

where I : p(R)+
dual of the main
Theorem

1.4.

Ry,T(R))
R;,T(R))

R-mod is the inclusion.
result of [8].

,

Therefore

the following

Let R be a ring and let

I : p(R)+
be the inclusion.
H::!(R)

R-mod

Then there exist natural
= H.,(R.

Z) = H,(P(R),

isomorphisms
Horn).

0

theorem

is the

MacLane homology and topological Hochschiid homology

Now we define

the transformation

BGL(R)*
r,F(R)

We denote

this local system

= St(R)

acts on the group
on F(R)

F(R) q BGL(R)

of matrices

by M(R)“‘.

induces

H,(GL(R),

K:(R)-

By a well-known
to the Hochschild

be the homotopy

fibre of

M(R)

By definition

by conjugation.
(or by [9]),

M(R)‘““).

K;(R) = H,(F(R),

u,: :

Let F(R)

(BGL(R))+

The group

The inclusion

0,.

85

a map

M(R)‘““)

theorem in homological
algebra the last groups are isomorphic
homology of GL(R) with coefficients
in the bimodule
M(R).

Let us consider GL(n, R) as a subcategory
in P(R), whose morphisms
are the
isomorphisms
R”-+ R”. Then the restriction
of the bifunctor Horn to GL(n, R) is
M,,(R). Therefore
the inclusion of GL(n, R) in P(R) induces a homomorphism

H,(GL(n, RI, M,,(R))+ H,(P(R), Ho@ .
The transformation

0,

K;(R)%

is defined
H,(GL(R),

=lip H,(GL(n,
Remark.

M(R)C”n)
-

R), M,,(R))

H,(p(R),

Horn)

We have used here that the maps

ff,(WR,
are compatible.
P(R) induces
defined by

n>,M,l(R))*

This follows
the identity

9(X,
Then

by composition,

Horn))

from the fact that the endofunctor

in homology.

Y) = Hom,(X@

(YI-+ (YCI30 defines

HP(R),

Namely

-@R

a transformation

yields

ICI,: F,(P(R), 9 I-

on P(R)

R, Y CDR)
Horn -+ 23 and therefore

vr: : F,(WR), Horn)+ F,(WR), 9).
The endofunctor

-Q3 R : P(R)+

let &2 be the bifunctor

a chain

map

F,P(R), Ho4 .

a chain

map

T. Pirushvili,
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Then

$*‘p* is homotopic

to identity,

F. Waldhausen

a homotopy

is given by s, = c:‘=,, (-

l)‘h”y,

where
F,)+,(P)(R),

h”, : F,,(EJ’(R), Horn)+
is dehfined
. . . --%

as

A,,)

follows.

cy : A,, + A,,

Let

an n-simplex

Horn) ,
be

6, is given

.=A,,$R).

by

i,oin,(cu)

2. Topological

*I

and

h,h=(A,,~...-~A,~A,~R~,..
Then

A = (A,,-

a homomorphism,

of P(R),

in the nerve

0~ i 5 rz

= in,l,,(a,

Hochschild

0).

homology

with coefficients

In this section we define some coefficient
systems for topological
Hochschild
homology
and establish some elementary
facts. The following definitions
are in
[2], at least implicitly.
Definition 2.1. A f~nctov with stabilization is a functor F from the category
pointed simplicial sets to itself together with a natural transformation
h ,,,:xr\

F(Y)_F(XA

of

Y)

such that:
(i)

A,Y.YALo (id,

A A,,,)

= A,,Y.z

PXA Y.Z o(hx.y did,)

wherepx.y : F(X)

A

Ye

F(TY.x)"&.xo

(ii)

If X is n-connected,

(iii)

Let (T,~: F(X)+

stabilizes
Definition

and

= ~x,yAAidx

F(X A Y) is defined
TF(X).Y

then
flF(Z’X)

A

P~.~)
3

as the composite

(T = twist of two factors)
F(X) is also n-connected.
be the adjoint to h,sl x. Then

the limit system

for each n.
2.2.

A functor

wi:h smash product

(FSP)

is a functor

F with stabiliza-

MacLane

tion,

together

homology and topological Hochschild homology

with two natural

1, : X-+ F(X)

transformations
/J*.v : F(X)

)
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A F(Y)+

F(X A Y)

such that

p(p~id)=p(id~t~),

px.y o(1,

AX.Y =

Example

A

Pu(lx~lY)=lxAY~
PX.Y = PX.Y WF,X,

id,,,,) ,

2.3 [2]. Let R be a ring. Then

the functor

*

R” defined

lY)

by

R”(X) = R[X]/R[*]
is an FSP.
Definition 2.4. Let F be an FSP and T a functor
left F-module on T is a natural transformation
fX.Y

:

F(X)

A T(Y)+

T(XA

with stabilization.

A structure of

Y)

such that
8( p A id) = [(id A e) ,
The notion

of right F-module

A,,, = fx.,(l,

is defined

A id,,,,)

similarly.

Definition 2.5. A bimodule over F is a functor T with stabilization
structure
of left and right module over F such that
Ex.yAz(i4-cx,*

together

with a

ry.A = ~xAy.z(~xx.y
A idFc,,)

7

where r is the structure of right module over T.
The category of F-bimodules
is denoted by F-mod-F.
Example

2.6. Let R be a ring and R” be the FSP of Example
T : P(R)*

2.3. Let

R-mod

be a functor; by direct limit we may assume T to be extended to the category
projective
R-modules
which are not necessarily
finitely generated.
We denote
T! the composition
s.Sets L

s.free R-mod&

s. R-mod-

fOr@tUl

s.Sets

of
by

88
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From

the adjoint

of the composition

R(Y)+
where

Hom,(R”(X),

the first map is adjoint

obtains

R”(X A Y))&

Hom,<(TR(X),

to the isomorphism

T&X

A Y)) ,

R”(X) 8 R”(Y) ---$ R”(X A Y), one

a pairing

T!(x)
The

F. Wuldhausen

A

R”(Y)- T!(x

A Y) .

(1)

map R @ M -+ M on any left R-module

structure

R”(X)

A

M+

M determines

a pairing

M&(X)

as the composition

Therefore

we have a map

R”(X)A T(I?(Y))-,
Composition

of this map with the natural
T@(Y))

yields

@Z(X)

T@(Y))

@z(X)

= x91

embedding

T@(Y))+

+@)

R(Y)]

= T(R”(X A Y))

the pairing
R”(X)

A

f(Y)--,

T!(X

A

Y)

.

(2)

By 6.9 and 6.12 of [5] the functor
T’ satisfies the properties
Definition
2.1. The transformations
(1) and (2) above determine
R”-bimodule

on T’. Therefore
! : S(R)+

we obtain

(ii) and (iii)
the structure

of
of

the functor

R-mod-R”.

Definition 2.7. A bifunctor with F-action is a (covariant)
bifunctor
B which is a
functor with stabilization
for each variable together with natural transformations
Px,y,Z : F(X)

A B( Y, Z) + B(X A Y, Z) ,

rx.v,z : B(X,

Y) A F(Z)--,

such that B(-,
X.Y and

B(X.

Y A Z) .

Y) and B(X, -) are left and right F-modules

respectively

for every

MacLane

The category

of bifunctors

with F-action

T#(X,
we obtain

Y) = T(X

M

A

A

F)(X,

and T# the bifunctor

defined

by

F-bif

Y)

F is a bifunctor

Hom,_,,,(M
Below

by F-bif.

Y)

and M A F the bimodule

Let M be a left F-module

(M
Then
have

A

89

a functor

# : F-mod-F*
(ii)

is denoted

2.8. (i) Let T be an F-bimodule

Examples

Then

homology and iopological Hochschild homology

=

M(X)

A

defined

by

F(Y).

with F-action

and for any bifunctor

A F, B) = HomF_mod(M,

B(-,

B with F-action

we

S”)) .

for any functor
E : C-+ s.Sets

we denote by L,E the homotopy
colimit of E (see [2]).
Let I be the category whose objects are the natural numbers
considered
as
ordered sets and whose morphisms
are injective maps. For any X E I we denote
by 1x1 the cardinality
of X and for any X = (X0, . . . , X,,) E I”” we let u X
denote X,, U X, U . . . UX,, , where L. means concatenadon.
We are going to define a spectrum THH(F,
T) for each F-bimodule
T. To this
end,

T)(m)

let THH(F,

be the simplicial

space defined

by

[nl- LP+I(G,,(T))>
where

G,,(T),

or more

G,(X)

The face operators

=

G,,, G, : I”+‘-+

simply

&‘(S”
are induced

A

T(Sx”) A F(Sxl)
by the natural

s.Sets,
A

is the functor

. . . A

F(+))

transformations

T. Pirashvili,
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where

~3: : I””

F. Waldhausen

---f I” is the functor
(X,,.. . . ,x,ux,+,,.
(X,,LlX,,,X,,
.

O5i<n
i=n,

,X,,),
,y,_,>,

(

and

fPX(SJF1
A ,- A F(SX’) A

d:‘(X) =

1

.ux(s~rz T(SX”)A
A

LPX(S” A

&

A

A

. .

F(P.)) ,
A

. . . A/LA”

F(e)

A

. .

A

Fp

i=O,

F(S”“)))
‘))

0 p

)

O<i<n)
i=n,

here p is the map induced by cyclic permutation
on I”“, g is the multiplication
on
F, and C and r are the left and right multiplications
on T. The degeneracy
operators
are similar.
Let B be a bifunctor with F-action.
Let TxH(F,
B)(m) be the simplicial space

[n]w+(G,,),
where

c,, : 1”-2 --ts.Sets

is the functor

G‘,)(Y)
= fl”‘(S”’
here Y =(Y_,,
Y,,, .
natural transformations

where

a”:’: I” “-

A

B(S’

. , Y,l)El”i’.

I””

‘,

s”‘)

The

F(S")

A

face

A

F(,+))

. . . A

operations

are

,

induced

by the

is the functor
(Y_,,

5xy)=i (Y,,U

Y,,)

. .? Y,U Y,,,,
.
Y_,, Y,,,
Y,,_,),

1

. .,

Osis=^n,
i=n,

and

fPYB(S’h 7.) F(5+)
A

i
d”:‘(Y) =

A

‘.

F(S ‘I’)

,

i=O,

+“B(symi, s”‘)

A

F(SY’) A

O<i<n,

fiUYB(t, s”‘)

A F(SY1)

A

. . . A

i=n.

here p is the map induced
operators
are similar.

by cyclic

permutation

on

I”+‘.

The

degeneracy

MacLune homology and topologicnl Hochschild homology

The rule m-THH(F,
structure
maps like those
by THH(F,

T) (resp.

By definition
Proposition

r)(m)
(resp. TzH(F,
B)(m)) gives a spectrum
with
in [2]. The corresponding
infinite loopspace is denoted

TxH(F,

B)).
F) coincides

THH(F,

2.9.
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Let

p ~0.

Then

with THH(F)
there

from [2].

exists

k EN

such

that,

for

every

X_, . X,,, . . . , X,, with
, IX,,/ 1 k

IX. ,I,.
the natural

map
G,,(X,,,

. . . , X,, ) + L,,, +, G,,

(resp.

is a p-equivalence.
Proof. In view of property
Section I].
q
Proposition

2.10.

Let

(iii) of Definition

2.1, the proposition

T be an F-bimodule.

Then

there

exists

follows from [2,

a natural

weak

equivalence
TzH(F,
Proof.

Let J, : Z’lt2+
f,,(X,,

Then

T#)+THH(F,
I”+’

T).

be the functor

x,,, . . 1 y,> = (‘K,

G,, = G,, ok,. Therefore,

ux,,,

by Proposition

x,,

.

1 X,,)

2.9, S,, yields the weak equivalence

L,,, i :G,, + L,,,. ,G,, .
The sequence
therefore

of maps ( f,,), n 2 0, is compatible

f‘:, : TzH(F,
is a weak

equivalence.

T#)-THH(F,
Cl

r)

with the simplicial

structure

and

T. Pirushvili, F. Waldhausen
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2.11. Let f : T-+ T’ (resp. f : B ---fB’)
(resp. F-bif).
We call f a stable weak equivalence
m E N such that for every k > m the map
Definition

f(S”) : T(Sk)-+

be a morphism
in F-F-mod
if for any II 2 0 there exists

T’(S”)

(resp.
f(s”,

s”) : B(S’, S”)+

is an (n + k)-equivalence
By Proposition
inrces
a weak
THH(F,
T’)).

(resp.

2.9 any
equivalence

B’(S’,

s”) )

(n + 2k)-equivalence).

stable
equivalence
S : T* T’ (resp. f : B-+ B’)
THH(F,
T)+THH(F,
T’) (resp. TxH(F,
B)*

Proposition
2.12. Let M be a left F-module.
Then there exists a homotopy
equivalence lFH(F, M A F) - sp(A),
where M A F is the bifunctor with F-action
defined in Example 23(ii) and sp(M) is the infinite loopspace corresponding to the
spectrum
sp(M)(m)

= L/(X++

Proof. Product
with
augmented
simplicial
TzH(F,
Proposition

2.13.

the unit
space:

sZx(S’” A M(Sx))
map

S” + .“F(.S”)

MA F)(m)-+sp(M)(m)

.

.
induces

a contraction

in the

q

Let

T, -+ T-+ Tz
be a sequence in the category of F-bimodules such that for every k s 0 the values of
this sequences on Sk is a fibration. Then the natural map of THH(F,
T,) to the
homotopy fiber of THH(F,
T)+ THH(F,
T2) is a weak equivalence.
Proof. By well-known
properties
of bisimplicial
sets it is sufficient to show that
the map from L,,, +I G,(T,) to the homotopy fiber of I!,,,,+~G,,(T)*
L,,,+lG,(T,)
is
a weak equivalence.
But this follows from Proposition
2.9 and Lemma 2.14,
0
which follows easily from the Blakers-Massey
theorem.
Lemma

2.14.

Let

F-+E+B

MacLane

homology and topological Hochschild

be a jibration such that F and B are n-connected
space.

homology

93

and let X be an m-connected

Then
r;(E

A

is an isomorphism

X, F A X)+

n;(B A X)

if i 5 2n + m.

0

3. The main theorem
In this section
Theorem

3.1.

we prove

By Theorem
3.2.

result.

Let R be a ring. Then there exists a natural isomorphism

HyL(R)

Theorem

the following

= r,THH(R)

1.4, Theorem

.
3.1 is a particular

Let R be a ring and

T E 9(R).

case of the following
Then

theorem.

there exists a natural

isomorphism
H,(R,
Proof.

T) = r,THH(R,

T!) .

Let HL(R, -) be the composition
9(R)-

By Proposition
the properties
Let

!

R-k-mod=

1.3 it is sufficient
1.3(i)-1.3(iii).

be an exact sequence
sequence
of simplicial

in 9(R).
R-modules

O-+ T,(R”(X))+

infinite

loop spaces&

to show that the groups

Then

T@(X))+

Hence
T;(X)+
T!(X) + T;(X)
is a
sequence
of functors HA(R, -) satisfies
It is clear that L ,,,+,G,,(T!)(m)
is (m is also (m - 1)-connected
and from the
[16]) it follows that

for every

XE

Ab .

HA(R, -), n 2 0, satisfy

s.Sets

we obtain

an exact

T,(R"(X))*O.
fibration
and by Proposition
2.13 the
1.3(i).
I)-connected,
therefore THH(k,
T!)(m)
spectral sequence of bisimplicial
sets (see

T. Pirashvili.
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rrmITHH(R,
By Proposition

T!)(m)

F. Waldhausen

= Coker(rr,L,2G,(T!)(m)Z

2.9 for any sufficiently

large number

.

r,J,G,(T’)(m))
x we have

~,,AG(~‘)(~)
= 7r,p,+I(s”’ T@(F)))
A

= H,+,(S”’

T(R”(S”)))

A

= H,(T(R(S.‘)))
= 7rJ(I?(S”))= LfT(R)
since R(Y) = K(R, x), 7(&S”))
(m + x - I)-connected.
Similarly

)

is (x - 1)-connected
we obtain

and

S”’ A T(R(S”))

is

TJ+G,,(~!)(~
= 7Tx+y+,7,(s”’
A T(R”(S^))
A R”(S?‘))
= Hx+,(T(R”(SA))
A R”(P))
= L;;T(R)@JR)
and
m,,THH(R”, T!)
= lirm T~THH(R”,

T!)(m)

= Coker(LF;T(R)

@ R =: Lh’T(R))

= Hoch,,(R,
For the proof

of 1.3(ii)

R”“‘(X)

where

E = k”‘(X).

R(‘F),

L;,?-(R))

we consider
@R”“(X))*

This map yields

R”“‘(X) A R”(Y)+
By Lemma
Proposition

P;)

= T%I(R”,

the morphism

of left R-modules

R[l?“‘(X)]
the morphism

R[R”“‘(X

3.3 this map is a stable
2.10 that
THH(R”,

.

A

Y)]

=

in R-bif,

(P;)#(x,

Y)

weak equivalence.

Therefore

(I’;)“)

i?“’ A I?) .

= T??H(R,

it follows

from

MacLane

The

homotopy

Proposition
Lemma

3.3.

groups

2.12.

homology and topological Hochschild homology

of the

last space

in positive

dimensions

by

0

Let i < 3n - 1. Then
?T,(K(?r, n) A K(T, n)) = H,(K(7r,

Proof.

are trivial
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We have the following

r;(K(m,

2n), 7).

isomorphisms

n>A K(T,n>>

= ~,+,(K(fl,

n) A

SNK(7,
n>>

(4

= IiF 37j+N(K(n, n> A K(r, n+ N))

(b)

= “$I 7r-,+M(K(n,

(c)

n) A K(r, M))

= H,-,,(K(n,

fl), r)

(d)

= H,(CnK(7r,

n), 7)

(e)

= Hi(K(%-, 2n), 7)

(0

The isomorphism
(a) follows from the Freudental
theorem,
(c) and (e) are easy,
(d) is the definition
of homology in terms of spectra. The validity of (b) and (f)
follow from the stable equivalence
between _ZNK( r, n) and K(r, n + N).
0

4. Relation

with Hochschild

homology

The main result of this section is Theorem 4.1, which provides an analog of the
Atiyah-Hirzebruch
spectral sequence
for MacLane
homology.
The role of the
one-point
space and of ordinary homology are played by the ring of integers and
by Hochschild
homology,
respectively.
Theorem 4.1. Let R be a ring which is torsion free
T E S(R). Let ? E F(Z) be the functor defined by

?(A-)= T(X@

as abelian group,

R) ,

where X E P(Z). Then there is a natural structure of R-bimodule on H,(Z,
there exists a spectral sequence
E;,

= HochJR,

and

H,(Z,

T)) + H,,+&

T) .

?) and

T. Pirashvili, F. Waldhausen

%
Rerrrrlrs

4.2.

R is an arbitrary

(a) When

ring,

there

exists

a similar

spectral

sequence

where

Shukla,

means

(co-)homology).

homofogy

Shukla

Of course,

Shukla,(R,

(see [14] for the definition
of Shukla
-) if R is torsion free as

-) = Hoch,(R,

abelian
group. The spectral
sequence
(3) is obtained
from
simplicial
approximation
of the ring R by using free rings.
(b) When

T = M BR-,

where

M is an R-bimodule,

Theorem

the spectral

4.1 by

sequence

has

the form
EzY = Shukla,(R,
By Theorem

HyL(Z,

3.1 and Bokstedt’s

ff$!I,(Z, M)
HzL(Z,
The differentials
when

M)) + HF&(R,

calculation

M) .

(4)

(see [3]) we have

= M @Z/i ,

M) = Tor(M,

of this spectral

sequence

(5)

i>O.

Z/i),

are in general

nontrivial.

For example,

R=M=ZIp,

then

E 2P+l
**

EGkstedt’s

calculation

[3] shows

that

Ei,

= Ey*,

dZP is nontrivial

and

-E”,,.

Prod d Thearem 4.1. For arbitrary T E F(R) we denote LtT(R)
by Ad: T, and
the functor P, of Definition
1.2 is now denoted by PE. By Proposition
1.3(iii),
the diagram
-R-R-mod
(6)

is commutative
and H,(R, -) is the left derived functor of H,,(R, -). Since R is
torsion free, the left derived functor of Hoch,,(R, -) is Hoch.(R,
-). We denote
by Ad: the left derived functor of the functor Ad:. Since
Ad;(P;)
the functor

= @‘:(K(R,

Adf: sends

projective

n)) = (R 8 R)” ,
objects

to projective

n > 0,
objects,

and the spectral

MacLarte homology and topological Hochschild

homology

for (6) has the form

sequence for derived functors of the composition of Mctors

When R = Z, the spectral sequence (7) is degenerate
Ad;T=

97

and we obtain

H&Z, T) .

(8)

On the other hand we have
(k”,)(X) = R[X”’ C3R] = R 8 Z[X”’ @IR] .
Therefore, when R as an abelian group is finitely generated and free, the functor
iz E S(Z) is a sum of functors of the form P”, and therefore is a projective
object in S(Z). In general, when R is only torsion free as an abelian group, the
functor Pt _s a filtered colimit of such objects and therefore still Ad:-acyclic.
Since TH T may be regarded as an exact functor from S(R) to 9(Z), the
commutative diagram
S(R)-=-+

F(Z)

Ad:
R-mod-R

Ad;

forgetful,Ab

shows that
forgetfuloAd!T
Combining

= Ad$T .

(7) and (8) with this equality we get

E’py= Hoch,(R, ff,(& ?)I+ ff,,+#C T) .

•I
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